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Today, as part of filling a typical gear hobbing
or shaping machine order, engineers are re-
quired to perform an SPC acceptance test. This
SPC te t, while it is contractually necessary for
machine acceptance, is not a machine accep-
tance test. It is a process capability test. It is an
acceptance of the machine, cutting tool,
workholding fixture. and workpiece as inte-
grated on the cutting machine. u ing a gear
measuring machine. with its work arbor and
evaluation software, to measure the acceptance
dements of the workpiece ..

Depending on the workpiece tolerances and
desired capability (Cpk level), this acceptance
tesr can be a relatively simple runoff, or it
can be a long, complicated procedure to deter-
mine the source of variables in the system.

Rarely is the bobbing or shaping machine a
sensitive element in the acceptance process.
Fi.g. 1 shows the relative weighting of the criti-
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Fig. I - Relative weighting ofthe criticalelements of the system in a typical gear
hobbing or shaping 6 Sigma machine acceptance for size, lead, and runoutcriteria.
Involute and spacing (pitch) are usually excluded as criteria for pre-shave and pre-
roll gear operations, but included as criteria for finished hobbed and shaped
operations. The elementlabelled "Topology" refers to the flank topology ofa gear
tooth a produced by the feed ofthe cutting tool. and in the case of hob bing, to the
number of threads in the hob.
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cal dements of the system in a gear hobbing or
gear shaping machine.

Usually. in the proposal stage for a machine
order where SPC requirements are defined,
American Pfauter engineers reverse-engineer
all critical elements of the system to establish if
the desired Cpk can be achieved. Often, at first
glance, workpiece production tolerances shown
on the workpiece drawing are practically
achievable. But when the capability indexes
are greater than 1.0, the reduction of the allow-
able values often reveals tolerances which are
not readily achievable. In some cases the center-
ing of the average value for a plus/minus 30'
requirement exceeds the achievable accuracies
of the generating process. This is typically seen
when attempting to conduct an SPC qualifica-
tion for workpieces which will be subsequently
finished by another process, where productivity
feeds and speed alter tooth topography to a

Fig. 2 - Gear tooth flanks produced by high feed rate,
multi-thread hobbing,



level which belabors interpretation in the ana-
lytical inspection process. Fig, 2 shows the flanks
of gear teeth hobbed for subsequent shaving
using high feed rate .and a multiple thread hob.

Fig, 3 shows theflanks of teeth shaped by the
CCP method for subsequent having.

In general. CNC gear hobbing and gear
shaping machine manufacriued today already
mu 1 pa a serie of static and dynamic
alignment and kinematic tests to be considered
ready-to-cut. workpieces. Figs. 4a and b illus-
trate ] 0 of the W9 acceptance checks for a gear

Fig, 3 - flanks of gear teeth shaped by the CCP high-
feed-rate method for 'ubscquent shaving.
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Fig. 4a - Standards ,of acceptance for a hobbing machine (DIN 8642). Te IS 1-5. Fig. lib - Standards of acceptance for a bobbing machine
(DIN 8642). Te IS 6-10.

hobbing machine according to DIN 8642 stan-
dard.

SPC engineers, 'however. attempt to accept a
hobbing or haping machine through the statis-
tical evaluation a process by checking the prod-
uct it produces without. identifying the inherent
variables, Often these attempts becomeexcruci-
ating trials due to:

a) arbitrary product 01' proces specifications,
b) arbitrary component. pecifications,

c) out-of-control process, materials. and
equipment.
d) inadequate evaluation and inspection
system,
'e) little understanding of gear manufacturing
processes.
A typical example is the gear manufac-

turer who expects an SPC acceptance test to
a Cpk of l .67 011 a gear designed to AGMA
Class 9 tolerances, yet suppl ies workpiece
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V.T V'o1' I V,T' YaAl
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13, 12' 12 12

0.00016 0.000t8 0.00043 0.00032

14 12 12 12

0.00013 0.00015 0.00036 0.00027
14 13 13, 13

GEAR DATA:: 18 TEETH 16.933 NOP I
25.6419' HA 9483" FWI 1
1.1811' PO SlD GEOMETRY, NO MODIFICATIONS

EOUI,Y'. AGIIA QI
I !!LB

,e SAUPLIE SIZE "" TOI..
CPK 1.33 491
EaUIY. AGIIA at

T 39.3CPK 1.17 25
EQUIII'. AGIIA QI ' "':
CPIC 2.0 25

I
NOTE: ,M stallstics baud o.n Ilnbtasad iisllma~ ofSD(X).R1d2

TABLE 2! It
EFFECT OF REDUCED SAMPLIE, SIZE (PA'RT.TO·PAR1i) ON AGMAOUAUTY 8
TOI.ERANCES ON GEcAR'IDATA IN TO,"E 1 'I
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25.8419· HA 9483" FW I
l.t811' PO sro GEOMETRY, 'NO MOOIFICATIONS

Vv.I _C-Vo v. 9~
00004 I 000046 0'001t :0.00082

0.00008, 0.00006 0.00015 0.00012
~15 15 '5 IS
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Table 1.2, 3 - The effect of SPC on AGMA Quality 9: 'tolerances. (ANSI!
AGMA 2000·A88)

Legend: VwT = Tooth alignment (lead)
VoT '" Profile
V rT = Radial runeut
VpA;;;; Pi.lch
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b lanks at productioa telerances, which may
not comply to print specifications (Cpk 1,0)
on characteristics. such as bore-to-face per-
pendicularity and bore size, and which have
110 tolerance or definition for bore
cylindriclty, bnre roundnessor bore taper.
Purther, he demands maximum productiv-
ity and inaists on multi-theeadhobs work-

ing at ihigh feed rate , (See Tables 1,2. and 3,)
The inherent system variables in the gear

manufacturing process (see Table 4) can make
it difficult to achieve the desired capabillty
for lead and involute. depending onthe speci-
ficati.on width,

For workpiece/workholding repeatability,
these inherent variables can be implied from the
following statements:

I) Tile actual machine workholdJing axis of
rotarian must be identical to the actual axis of
workpiece rotation.

Center of Rotation
and/or Surface of Locati n

Tooth
AIi.gn.l1lelll
10Axi of
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1..Center of Rotation .
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of Location
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I
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I, I
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Fig. 5 - The effect of axial face runout 011 lead variation
on a clamped workpiece.



2) Workpieces whose critical Ioeating
elements have not been identified and quali-
fied to a compatible capability level will
cause the statisticalevaluation to fail. Bore
geom.etry variation impact lead, involute,
and radial runout error.

3) Little bore geometry error means less
lead, involate, and radial ranout variation.

4) Little axial face runout error means less
lead, involute. and radial ranout error. Fig.
S iljustrates the effect o,f face wobble in
determining lead variation.

5) Greater bore geometry error means less
contact between the machine workholding
fixtur,e and the actual bore of the gear ..

6) Less contact berweea machine workholding
and the actual. bore of gear means greater
lead, involute, and radiel runout variation.

7) Less random variation of number and mag-
nitude of bare geemetry errors from part to part
and throughout a given sample of parts means
lead, involute, and radi~ runout variation shall
be :in."statistical control."

8) A greater random variation of number
and magnitude o[l:>o·]',etI,eometry errors from
part to part and throughout a. given sample
~f parts .. means lead, involute, and radial
runout variation shall be less "staristicalty
capable."

For inspection workpiece/workhol.ding
repeatabijity the e inherent variable can
be implied from the foUowing statements:

1) At best, inspection workholding "ap-
proximates" the machine workholding axis
of rotation,

2), There is always a difference between ma-
chine work:hoIdingand inspection workholding,
which means that me axis of workpiece rota-
tion and the axis of in pection rotation cannot
be identical.

3) Greater random variation of number and
magnitude of bore geometry errors f:rom
part 'to part and threughout a given sample
of parts meansgreater difference between
ma~hine workholdmg and inspection
workholding, which means lead, involllte, and
radial runout variation will be less "stati.sti·
cally capable. ".

4) Inspection machine software, designed
1.0 draw the average trace of leads on feur
teeth 90° apart and u ing the sum-of-least-
quares method, can show random mead

Table 4 - Sources of geal' element errors.

GEAR ELEMENT rossrat.s SOURCE

TootIJ Aligmnent
(VwT)Oead)

Machine tatle ali.gnmenls
Machine thennal ~tability

Electronic sync'ltronizalionvalues
'(':00] wear (built.up edge )
Measuring m.achine align_ments
Measuring machine evalution

'Software routines

Tooth Alignment

(VwT)-variatioru
wilhill a single

workpiece

Work fixture arbor radiali runmU

Axial face runout of workpiece

"Arborology" (How the arbor

fills the bore)

Measuring macl:tinearbor radiaJ runout
Transfer error between clamping on
cutting arbor and :measuring .arbor
Guide looseness (sha,per)
Feed rates, hobbing/slt ;ping condition
Number threads 'in hob
Tooth topography. (Fig. 7)

Profile (VoT) Hob number ofllueads
Hob shift variation effeci
Hob rack form
Hob lead (in one tum of helix)
Hob moullling on hob arbor

Face runout of workpiece
Electronic sync'iuonization

resolution
Work futturearbor radialland

3xiaII1IInOui
Feed rates
Tooth topography. (Fig. 7)

Hob buill-UP edges

Radial runout Work fixture arbor radial runout

Workpieoebore size 10 arbor

differential (solid arbes)
Workpiece bore cylindricity
"Arbomlogy" (How tile arbor fills

the bore)
Measuring machine arbor

radial nmaut
Transfer error between elampings

on cutting arborand
measurillgarbor

(Vff)
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fitch (VpA) Machine worktable drive

Electronic drive resolution
Feed rates
Number of ihreads in hob

Flank topography "as seen" by

measuring machine probe

Size Machine X-ax.is setting

Thermal machine growth

Hob Ilute resharpening accuracy

Hob thread-to-thread error

Feed rates - hobbing /shaping

conditions
Measuring technique

variation on flanks hobbed with muhi-
threadhobs when the workpiece blanks show
little bore geometry and axial face runout
error. (See .!Fjg. 6.)

Most manufacturer' purchasing ma-
chines dedicated to a specific workpiece are
naturally interested in qualifying the system
to a specific specification. Once that speci-
fieation is achieved, changing it to a higher
requirement al a later date may make the
process no longer capable.

!FO'f manufacturers purchas ing machines
to produce everal parts 'to various specification

levels, the machine ystern capability demon-
strated on the acceptance workpiece may not be
attainable on another workpiece at another
specification level.

A verage Lead

..
"

Fig, 6 - Effect of muhi-thread hob. thread-to-thread error on average lead
value as measured. on four teeth 90.° apart, Splral progression of feed rate
and thread error alters average lead, even though the lead is straight,
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Lead topogruphy as seen by
three 'traces on a helical geur
bobbed at high feed rate

I
I

I I
I

Fig, 7 - Tooth topography showing three lead
possibilities IImeasuring probe might "see," With
reference to Fig. 6 and the introduction of hob
thread-to-thread errors La the lead trace, which the
measur.ing probe "sees," funher opporltmily is
provided for incorrect evaluation ofthe lead.

Manufacturers who purchase brand new
equipment for hobbing or shaping gears cannot
expect significant improvement in the qual-
:ily capabil ity of tile new process over the old
process if they do :notimprovetrhe prior
eperations and part geometry specifications
involved in the blanking of the workpieces
for the bobber or shaper,

Manufacturers who purchase brand new
hobbing machines and shaping machines
with a. specification level of 2.0, tight
production tolerances, and low piece num-
ber qualification samples should not expect
the new rnaehlnery necessarily to give
them a producttvlty improvement. Capa-
bility indexes greater than].01 against strin-
gent tolerance fields on all gear elements
severely constrain the gear manufacturing
process in the name of statistical control
when. ill reality, the applicarion of SPC to
analyrical inspection methods may have no
functional validity. In such cases, for hob-
bing and shaping, an application of ccrnmon
sense is usuallyaecessary .•
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